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Chapter 1 : The Wayfaring Stranger (song) - Wikipedia
"The Wayfaring Stranger" (also known as "Poor Wayfaring Stranger" or "I Am a Poor Wayfaring Stranger"), Roud , is a
well-known American folk and gospel song likely originating in the early 19th century about a plaintive soul on the
journey through life.

But the prospect of death sometimes creates an interlude when time stops and you see a portrait of what
existence should be like rather than what it is. He sets the standards. His grandfather Hackberry Holland once
knocked John Wesley Hardin off his horse and threw him in jail. Somehow, trouble always finds them. She
reminds him of another woman by the name of Bonnie Parker. As a child, he had his own encounter with
Bonnie and Clyde, and for the rest of his life, he remembers how he felt in the glow of the lady outlaw. He
feels that same kind of smoldering burn around Rosita. We do like outlaws. Was it because we secretly envied
their freedom? Or was it because they got even for the rest of us? Soon their success comes to the attention of
the rich and powerful. They vie for their souls. Hershel is married to an ambitious, beautiful woman named
Linda Gail. Hollywood comes calling and with it comes another darkness that threatens to destroy not only
her, but Hershel and Weldon as well. When you let corruption in your life it is nearly impossible to ever
remove the stain from your mind, your heart, your character. What did he think happens out here? On a spring
night you can hear the hymans snapping like crickets. As you meet people, you peg their usefulness to you
before you analyze their character. The interesting thing is, at the beginning of the book, I could not stand
Linda Gail, but by the end of the book, under the careful manipulations of a crafty writer, I started to cut her
some slack. Things get much worse, and soon Weldon and Hershel realize that they are up against people who
refuse to lose. Winning is so important that nothing else carries any weight. To meet him in person is like
meeting a character from one of his books. He is a gifted writer who could have been considered literary if he
had decided to write books with prizes in mind. He understands love, betrayal, grief, weakness, honor, and has
a highly developed sense of how a man or woman should conduct themselves. He has strong characters of
both sexes in his books. Acting honorably is something we need to do all the time, not just when it is
convenient. By compromising ourselves, we can have some short term gains that turn into long term regrets.
Nothing irritates my wife more than when someone takes advantage of me. I reassure her every time that I can
take it. My great-grandmother once said to me that I was smart, and therefore, I had a responsibility to help
other people. There are times when you have to cut people loose. Proving yourself capable comes with the
responsibility of being reliable. People start to RELY on you. Few of us can really shoulder that burden but, in
my opinion, more should. He has other books with the Holland family, but this one stands alone. If you like
this one, you will be happy to know that there are plenty more JLB books to read. His writing remains stellar,
despite how many times he goes to that deep well for more words. Reading one of his books is like taking that
first sip of a vodka martini or the first bite of a Milky Way or the first time you push the accelerator down and
watch the needle hit If you wish to see more of my most recent book and movie reviews, visit http:
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Chapter 2 : Wayfaring Stranger â€“ Bluegrass Lyrics
Johnny Cash's recording of Wayfaring Stranger. Lyrics: I'm just a poor wayfaring stranger Traveling thru this world below
Theres no sickness, no toil, no danger In that bright land to which I go.

If you hear a version you like, you can click to buy. The transaction is handled directly by Amazon through
your existing Amazon account. These recordings showcase many variations in the melody and harmony as
well. Obviously, not any chord will do. Certain chords will sound distinctly wrong, but there are many, many
artistic options. Well chosen chords create style and possibly a distinct and enduring sound. The chords on the
left are for the Emmylou Harris version: The first version is in the key of C minor; the key she recorded it in.
The next version is transposed to A minor; a better key for folk guitar, and the key her guitarist played in capo
3. The next version is transposed to E minor, this is another solid guitar key, for anyone who has trouble
singing to the chords in A minor. Roman numbering is a universal language that helps musicians communicate
and understand chord progressions. You can copy and paste any of these versions into Key Switch , and
transpose to a new key Instrumentalists also transpose to keys that suits their instrumental talents or the range
of their instrument. Have fun trying Wayfaring Stranger in different keys. If you like the chords used by one of
the other artists, see if you can figure them out. With some diligent attention you may be able to try out lots of
ideas, phrasings, chords and harmonies. Take your favorite ideas and mix and match. Experiment for a while
before settling on a design. Then work with it for a while. Stay away from the song for a week or two. Listen
again to the original recording to see if there are any remaining ideas that you want to imitate. This is
especially important if you want to gain a sophisticated style of vocal timing and phrasing. Listen, imitate, and
hone your own style. Pablo Casals said, "Good artists borrow. One of those Spaniards. As an honest member
of the music community I want to be able to use my purchased music in all of my music playing software. The
are unprotected mp3 recordings, and they work with Transcribe, and probably any other audio software.
Vocalists also use Transcribe for studying voice:
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Chapter 3 : Wayfaring Stranger: Lyrics and chords transposed to various keys and to Roman numbering
Mix - Ed Sheeran - Wayfaring Stranger (Live) YouTube; Viral Piano-Playing Pizza Delivery Guy Performs - Duration:
TheEllenShow , views.

Joan Bez has recorded this song as well. Adding her name to the lit of performers. Fair use rationale for
Image: Wayfaring Stranger - Jack White. I notice the image page specifies that the image is being used under
fair use but there is no explanation or rationale as to why its use in this Wikipedia article constitutes fair use.
In addition to the boilerplate fair use template , you must also write out on the image description page a
specific explanation or rationale for why using this image in each article is consistent with fair use. Please go
to the image description page and edit it to include a fair use rationale. Using one of the templates at
Wikipedia: Fair use rationale guideline is an easy way to insure that your image is in compliance with
Wikipedia policy, but remember that you must complete the template. Do not simply insert a blank template
on an image page. If there is other fair use media, consider checking that you have specified the fair use
rationale on the other images used on this page. Note that any fair use images uploaded after 4 May, , and
lacking such an explanation will be deleted one week after they have been uploaded, as described on criteria
for speedy deletion. If you have any questions please ask them at the Media copyright questions page. Just
looking up this song a few months ago in a forties collection compiled by the John and Alan Lomax with
musical notes and arrangements by Charles and Ruth Seeger. As I recall, the editors, who go to some length
tracking its history, distinctly label this as American. I may return with an edit and a citation. Appalachian or
negro spiritual originally. It first appeared in print in the U. The editors of the Fireside Folk Song Book say
"sung widely in the southern Appalachians after the Revolutionary War" but do not source their claim. He can
not be the author. There is a long list of people who have made recordings of the song. Why select one of them
for a template? Maybe a section about known recordings would be better surely its been done on other songs.
If someone then wants to create a page dedicated to that version, its recording or chart history thats fine but
surely this song is a much recorded traditional that should not be appropriated by any one artist. The Institute
press, There are links to PDF versions of this book online. Sacred Harp Publishing Co. But if anybody likes to
discuss old folk music, and Negro Spirituals in particular my current area of inquiry , and is willing to do the
data entry correctly--I would be happy to offer information I have.
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Chapter 4 : WAYFARING STRANGER CHORDS by Johnny Cash @ blog.quintoapp.com
The track of "Wayfarin' Stranger" is well worth the whole cost of the CD. Anyone who loves gospel music sung with
"Feeling" will love and cherish this CD. Having Bill Gaither on this CD also adds heart & soul.

Where appropriate, incorporate items into the main body of the article. Ives used it as the title of his early s
CBS radio show and his autobiography. He became known as "The Wayfaring Stranger". Emmylou Harris
covered the song on her album Roses in the Snow. The American hip-hop band Spearhead included a modern
overhaul of the song on their album Chocolate Supa Highway. It features Shirley Horn on vocals. Solitary
Man in , credited as being traditional. Papa M included the song, under the alternative title of "Over Jordan",
on his album Whatever, Mortal. Giant Sand , covered this song on their album Cover Magazine. The song
slightly evolves on a cover of " Fly Me to the Moon ". In , Lisbeth Scott recorded her version for her album
Rough and Steep. In , the Norwegian progressive death metal band In Vain covered the song on their album
Mantra as a hidden track on the end of the album, credited as being traditional. Greek born vocalist Panayotis
Terzakis included the song in his own arrangement whisper mix in the digital EP Free It has become a
highlight in his appearances and has made the song known in Greece. The track was made for the musical
documentary Re: The recording is a duet with singer Natalie Maines of the Dixie Chicks. In classical music[
edit ] Roy Harris arranged it as the second of his American Ballads The 8-song cycle opens and closes with
arrangements of the song for singer, percussion quartet and amplified piano. The solo trombone serves as a
vocalist "singing" the tune throughout the work. Appearance in media[ edit ] This section appears to contain
trivial, minor, or unrelated references to popular culture. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
It was said to be a favorite song of Paul Hennessy, a character on the show. The song was featured in the
fifth-season premiere of the American television drama Nashville , the episode being titled " The Wayfaring
Stranger ". This song was performed by a transgender character in the German film Romeos. See also[ edit ]
This section contains a list of miscellaneous information. Please relocate any relevant information into other
sections or articles. Folk Songs of the Catskills.
Chapter 5 : Johnny Cash - Wayfaring Stranger Lyrics | MetroLyrics
Wayfaring Stranger Lyrics: I am a poor wayfaring stranger / Traveling through this world alone / There is no sickness, toil
nor danger / In that fair land to which I go / I'm goin' home to see my.

Chapter 6 : Wayfaring Stranger (Holland Family Saga, #1) by James Lee Burke
While the traditional "Wayfaring Stranger" has been at the foundation of North American music for at least two centuries,
its origin is far from exact. Some historians have traced its genesis to the s, others, the early s. Depending on who you're
talking to the song may be a reworked.

Chapter 7 : TRACE ADKINS - WAYFARING STRANGER LYRICS
Watch the video for Wayfaring Stranger from Emmylou Harris's Roses in the Snow for free, and see the artwork, lyrics
and similar artists.

Chapter 8 : Wayfaring | Define Wayfaring at blog.quintoapp.com
Wayfarin' Stranger Lyrics: I'm just a poor wayfaring stranger / I'm traveling through this world of woe / Yet there's no
sickness, toil nor danger / In that bright land to which i go / I'm going.

Chapter 9 : Talk:The Wayfaring Stranger (song) - Wikipedia
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Wayfaring Stranger is a slightly different animal to the gritty thrillers starring Hackberry Holland that I've been devouring
recently. The Holland family's story, even claim to fame always comes back to the Grandfather and his antics in the Wild
West in the late 's.
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